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SEDc&a

If you avoided last year's SED out
of fears of another jam, there is 
a lot more than just smooth 
flowing traffic to tempt you this
year when it comes to cranes
and access equipment. While 
the big three mobile crane 
manufacturers are clinging to
their attitude that they don't 
need to attend exhibitions in the
UK, this year sees more crane
exhibits than we have seen in
many years. And on the access
side Haulotte are back, making
this the first SED that all three of
the largest producers have attended.
When it comes to telehandlers
SED is hard to beat with all of the
major players out in force.

Once again Cranes&Access is the
official magazine for the SED cranes
and access village. Publishers, the
Vertikal Press has a stand and will
be looking forward to seeing as
many of our readers as possible
during the three day show.

This year we have decided to
include our show preview in an
earlier issue of the magazine rather
than one that arrives just days
before the show opens. 

lucky
Third

Here we highlight some of the new
and interesting products that we
are aware of at this stage. We will
publish any details of additional
new products in the May issue.

Cranes
Crane Business - the crawler crane
trading company from Holland - is
making its debut at SED with two
products that are new to the UK.
The first is the telescopic boomed
Logicrane that it has developed
with Marchetti, the crane features
a light weight and compact 
transport dimensions.  The other
reason for the company's appearance
is because it is the European 
distributor for Chinese crawler
crane company, Fushun. 

NRC is a veteran of SED, but this
will be the first show for the 
company since it took on the 
distribution of Link Belt range 
of cranes. 

Link-Belt's 81 tonne HTC8690 truck
crane will be making its European
debut although how this modern
US style truck mount is received
by buyers will be very interesting.
NRC has distributed Link Belt's sister
company Hitachi-Sumitomo's
crawler cranes for many years and
the company will be launching the
new 150 tonne SCX1500-2 at the
show along with the new 4.9
tonne ZX75UST telescopic boomed 
mini crane.

Universal Cranes, a division of
Peterborough-based Crowland
Cranes, will be showing a
Zoomlion QY30V truck crane sold
to Marsh Plant. The company has
started importing the Chinese
company's crawler crane line 
and will show the first 70 tonne
QUY70 crawler in the UK. A 10
tonne Ormig pick and carry 
crane will also be featured on 
the stand. See face to Face page 62.

This does mean that we will miss
alerting you to some of the last
minute decisions regarding
exhibits, however we will include a
Last Minute SED in the May issue.

The basic facts
Where? Rockingham Speedway,   
Corby, Northamptonshire
Sat Nav? NN17 5AF
When?
Tuesday 13th May - 9:00-17:00
Wednesday 14th May - 9:00-17:00
Thursday 15th May - 9:00-16:00
Parking? Free on site
Entrance ticket? Free 
Pre-register online?
www.blaxx.net/2008/sed08/reg/ 
and avoid the queues. Or complete
a registration card at the gate.

So who is exhibiting?
What is on display?

On the following pages is the 
definitive listing, as of publication
date, of cranes, access and 
telehandler products and services 
on display. We have listed by both
brand name and distributor
/exhibitor in order to help you find
the products more easily.

time

Mobile Cranes
Manufacturer Exhibitor Aisle Stand Type
Böcker Böcker L 802 Trailer crane
Fushun Cranebusiness L 996 Crawler
Hitachi Sumitomo NRC Plant D 620 Crawler
Link Belt NRC Plant D 620 AT, RT, Truck
Maeda Kranlyft UK K 640 Spider and mini cranes
Marchetti Logicrane Cranebusiness L 996 Crawler
Ormig Unversal Cranes L 819 Pick & Carry
Sany Sany UK R 935 Crawler
Sennebogen EH Hassell L 806 Crawler -Truck 
Unic GGR Unic K 621 Spider
Zoomlion Unversal Cranes L 819 Crawler -Truck 
Tower Cranes
Cattaneo Weaving Cranes R 511
FB Gru Dunham Cranes D 394
Jost MTI-Lux L 812
Mantis Cranes Mantis Cranes L 817
Raymondi Vanson Cranes E 821
Terex-Comedil Ladybird Cranes L 808
Vanson Vanson Cranes E 821
Vicario Vanson Cranes E 821
Loader Cranes
Cormach Cormach Cranes P 764
Effer Britcom N 652
Effer Effer UK Q 741
Fassi Fassi UK Q 742
Hyva Hyva Q 739
Palfinger TH White Q 730
Pesci Approved Hydraulics Q 733
PM PM Group F 950

The third SED show at the Rockingham Speedway venue opens
its gates in May. Last year's event saw a dramatic improvement
on the horrors of 2006, when traffic in and out caused havoc and
put many off attending last year. The combination of free parking and
better traffic management made a huge 
difference and this year the organisers 
are promising further refinements. 

Link Belt cranes can be seen on
the NRC stand



tower cranes. The VC27 can take
2,200kg to 12.13 metres radius and
850kg at a 27 metre radius. Hook
height with jib horizontal is 23
metres rising to 31.4 metres at
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Ladybird Cranes, which sells
the Comedil self erecting and
City type top slewing tower
cranes, will have the new
Comedil CBR30 Plus self-
erecting tower crane and a
CTT51 top-slewer on its
stand. Maeda, is once again
sharing a stand with Russon
Access and will be showing off 
its market leading spider and mini
crawler cranes. 

Vanson is stressing reduced 
operating costs this year and
showing its two latest self erecting

maximum elevation. The 4000 kg
VC33 has a hook height of 21.5
metres and 33 metre jib tip 
capacity of 1,000kg. The company's
roll out loading platforms will also
be on show.

The latest cranes from Sennebogen
will be on the EH Hassel stand,

including the 608 Multi Crane 
making its first appearance at a UK
show. The company is also showing
off its 80 tonne 683R telescopic
crawler crane with 42 metre main
boom. Liebherr is also showing a
crane, its 32 TTR crawler mounted
Fast Erector. The company will 

Link Belt HTC8690 Sennebogen
machines be seen 

on the EH 
Hassel stand

Liebherr will
be showing

its 32TTR
crawler

mounted fast
erector

Ormig Cranes are 
on the Universal
Cranes stand
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SED
also have a TL 435-13 telescopic 
handler on show - one of a range 
of four models - with maximum lift
capacity of 3,500kg and 13 metres
lift height.

Aerial Lifts and
Telehandlers

Upright, back at SED two years
after it was acquired by Tanfield,
will be launching the Snorkel-based
additions to its product line, 
including the 10 metre X33RT 
compact rough terrain scissor lift
which is now manufactured in the
UK and the 85 ft platform height
AB85RJ articulated boom with
rotating jib, making its UK debut. 

SED will also be the first exhibition
for Russon Access since Holland
Lift purchased a 25 percent holding
in its UK distributor. The Dutch-

based producer of heavy-duty and
narrow, high reach scissor lifts is in
the process of building a second
extension to its manufacturing
plant in less than two years. JLG 
is making a significant comeback 
in the UK and winning market
share. It will have its
updated E series scissor
lift range on show but will
be concentrating on its 
telehandler range showing
off its recently launched
super compact G5-18A
which has a 5.5 metre lift
height and 2,500kg lift
capacity. Caterpillar will
also show its version of
this model built under the

JLG/CAT alliance. Genie has 
moved from its usual stand, but is
still out in force. Its key new product
is, like JLG, a compact telehandler,
the redesigned GTH 2506 with
2,500kg lift capacity and six metres
lift height. 

c&a

Aerial lifts Self Propelled
Manufacturer Exhibitor Aisle Stand Type
Bil-Jax Bil-Jax L 795 Booms
Blue Lift King Highway J 601 Spider lifts
Bravi Bravisol K 622 Vertical
CTE CTE UK L 998 Spider lifts
Dino lift Promax L 796 Booms
Genie Genie Europe E 826 Booms,scissors,AWP
Faraone Faraone Ima J 607 Vertical, Push around
Haulotte Haulotte UK K 647 Booms, Scissors
Hinowa Hinowa F 984 Spider lifts
Holland Lift Russon Access K 640 Scissors
JLG JLG UK E 605 Booms, Scissors, Vertical
Manitou Russon Access K 640 Booms
Manitou Manitou C 147 Booms, Scissors
Leguan Avant Tecno N 144 Booms, Scissors
Oil&Steel Oil&Steel P 951 Spider lifts
Platform Basket Promax L 796 Spider lifts, Booms
UpRight UpRight UK M 788 Booms, Scissors, Vertical

Heavy duty
high reach
machines
from 
Holland Lift

Bobcat telehandlers

JLG’s super 
compact G5-18A



Manitou will also be showing both
telehandlers and self propelled 
aerial lifts while celebrating the
50th anniversary of the launch of
its first RT fork truck. SED will
serve as the UK launch for the
company's new Privilege range of
telehandlers. CTE will show both
its popular truck mounted lifts and
its expanding range of smaller
products including its recently
launched spider lift models which
are gaining a strong reputation and
the push around Power Tower. 

King Highway will have an 
extensive display including a 
new 17 metre straight telescopic 
platform mounted on a 3.5 tonne
truck and a 22 metre GSR E228TJ
with its 17.6 metres outreach and 
platform capacity of 280Kg. It will
also be showing a large Wumag, 
a van mount and models form the
Bluelift spider range. 

JCB as usual will be taking centre
stage at SED with its earthmoving
equipment, but this year telehandlers
will be more dominant with the
company showing off its recently
launched Hi-Viz models with their
improved cabs and visibility and
numerous other refinements and
performance improvements.
Bobcat shows its ultra compact
T2250 which the company says is
no larger than a skid steer and is
designed to use most of the 
company's skid steer attachments.
The company will also introduce a
new EN280 work platform for its
larger telehandler models which
extends out to four metres width.

Loader Cranes
Effer is building on its success last
year and showing several models
from its light and medium ranges.
TH White is back at SED with the
Palfinger range, the company will
show examples from the new High
Performance range launched late
last year in Bologna (the theme 
of our front cover). Approved
Hydraulics will not only display
cranes from the Pesci line, but will
also be showing some examples
from the Bakker clamps and grabs
and Baltrotors rotators. Cormach
has traditionally exhibited under the
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In addition to the equipment on 
display, SED is a great opportunity
to meet with members of a number
of industry associations, including
IPAF which will be promoting a
number of safety issues, including
its clunk click harness campaign, to
new policies on outrigger mats and
control panel protection and the
CPA which will be hosting a 
discussion on tower crane safety
during the show. The Lighthouse
Club will once again have its 
historic plant on display and the
HSE will be hoping to meet as
many contractors as possible, in 
a more relaxed environment than
when an inspector turns up on site.

The Vertikal team will of course 
be out in force and looking forward
to meeting as many of you as 
possible. Cranes&Access is the
official publication for the crane 
and access village so we will be 
reporting on events and news 
during the show. Do stop by and
say hello.

Trailer Lifts
Manufacturer Exhibitor Aisle Stand
Bil-Jax Bil-Jax L 795
Böcker Böcker L 802
Dino lift Promax L 796
Genie Genie Europe E 826
UpRight UpRight UK M 788

Truck Mounted Lifts
Cela Promax L 796
CTE CTE UK L 998
Oil&Steel Oil&Steel L 796
GSR King Highway J 601
Wumag King Highway J 601

Other Access
Haki Haki M 787
SGB Haki/SGB N 986

Telehanders
Ausa Ausa C 167
Bobcat Bobcat Europe Q 25
Caterpillar Finning UK C 340
Dieci Dieci UK M 785
Faresin Faresin L 793
Genie Genie Europe E 826
Haulotte Haulotte UK K 647
JCB JCB K 40
JLG JLG UK E 605
Komatsu Marubeni Komatsu J 183
Liebherr Liebherr GB R 313
Manitou Manitou C 147
Merlo Merlo UK M 780
New Holland New Holland Construct B 100

Trailers/Transport bodies
Broshius Broshius UK Q 737
Chieftan Trailers Chieftan E 625
Faymonville Faymonville C 440
King Trailers King Trailers D 600
McCauley McCauley Trailers P 763
Nooteboom Nooteboom C 400
Shawtrack Shawtrack Services Q 730

Parts suppliers
Manufacturer Aisle Stand
IPS M 788
Hose Doctor M 403
Pirtek J 198
TVH L 801

Software
Insphire PAV 154
Higher Concept PAV 150

Associations
Construction SkillsQ 741
CPA L 417
IPAF L 800
HSE M 407
Lighthouse Club D 913

Rental Companies
A-Plant R 729
Hewden P 141
NRC D 620
Select Plant M 391

Components and Engines
Cavotec PAV 4
Cummins Q 343
Deutz P 563
Integrated HydraulicsPAV 7
Nylacast PAV 152
Parker Hannefin M 403
PAT Kruger PAV 6
UK Generators D 517

Lifting Gear
Approved HydraulicsQ 733
Geda - Haki M 786
Kinshoffer R 310
Pfaff-Silverblau PAV 25
Probst M 770
Scanlift J 916
Whitney Engineering K 213

Ernest Doe banner, but this year is
on a separate stand. The company
is polarising its product line
between the very largest cranes
with their unusual over-centre
design and the very smallest cranes
targeted at manual handling rules.
PM is looking to expand its 
coverage in the UK, boosted 
by a change in its group at 
management level last year. 

A name that might not be familiar 
to you is Hyva the company 
that now owns Kennis and 
Amco Veba. The company will 
show an HA10 from its 
compact range and an HB150
from its heavy duty line up.
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An
Effer
loader
crane




